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Economy
Yields on 91-day T-bills lowest in 10 yrs
The yields on 91-Day Treasury Bills (T-bills) fell below 1.0 per cent
on Sunday after more than one decade as banks preferred to invest
their excess funds in the government securities. The cut off yields,
generally known as interest rate, on 91-day T-bills came down to
0.94 per cent on the day from 1.39 per cent of the previous auction,
held on October 11. The yield on 91-Day T-bills was below 1.0 per
cent in 2009.
https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/yields-on-91day-t-bills-lowest-in-10-yrs-1603043870
Higher imports put revenue on positive track
The government's revenue collection witnessed positive growth
after seven months of coping with the blows dealt by the Covid-19
pandemic. In addition to 1.55% growth in September, the National
Board of Revenue (NBR) reported growth in the first quarter of the
current financial year. Tariff collection had exceeded expectations as
imports had increased in July and September. On the other hand,
there was an increase in income tax revenues as the time for filing
tax returns is approaching. However, the NBR still lags behind the
revenue collection target.
https://tbsnews.net/economy/higher-imports-put-revenue-positivetrack-146764
The never-ending debate over GDP growth
The debate over Bangladesh's GDP growth forecasts is back again.
There is wide variation in the projections made by the multilateral
development agencies for the current fiscal year amid deep
uncertainties about the near-term trajectory of the global economy
as the pandemic is still raging. Last week, the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) lowered its economic growth forecast for
Bangladesh to 4.4 per cent for FY21 from 5.7 per cent earlier. The
World Bank said the economy would grow by 1.6 per cent. The
Asian Development Bank (ADB) painted a more optimistic scenario
among the three as it predicted 6.8 per cent GDP growth. The
government is, however, bullish about pulling off 8.2 per cent GDP
growth and has said the WB forecast is not reflective of the ongoing
economic recovery.
https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/the-never-endingdebate-over-gdp-growth-1980577
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Commodities
Price % Change
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Source: Bloomberg

42.74

-0.44%

1,900.51

+0.06%

70.87

+1.36%

Govt looks to raise productivity to 5.6pc by 2031
The government decided on Sunday to prepare an action plan
aiming to increase the country's productivity to 5.6 per cent from
existing 3.8 per cent by 2031. They also decided to boost
agricultural production and create more skilled manpower for
achieving higher growth in the industrial sector.
https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/govt-looks-toraise-productivity-to-56pc-by-2031-1603043549
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Bank and NBFI
Investing in startups now made easier
The central bank on Sunday said the new 'risk weight' applicable to
investing in 'alternative' investments will remain valid until September,
2022 beginning from the third quarter of this year. Allowing such weight
for two years for preparing the bank balance sheet contradicts the spirit
of the alternative investment. However, the Bangladesh Bank said banks
will have to submit its capital adequacy report adjusting the new risk
weight from the third quarter.
https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/investing-in-startups
-now-made-easier-1603043605
Textile
Garment workers’ federation demands emergency allowance and
permanent rationing
A federation of garment workers has demanded emergency allowance
and a permanent rationing system for themselves and workers in other
sectors as they worked during the coronavirus pandemic to keep the
wheels of the economy moving. The garment workers demanded that the
authorities provide an emergency allowance for them, keep prices of
essentials within reach of low-income groups, grant workers permanent
status within six months of their start date and provide them full service
benefits, lay off workers in writing, refrain from dismissing cases filed for
verbally laying off workers, and develop a rationing system for workers'
families within Tk200.
https://tbsnews.net/economy/rmg/garment-workers-federation-demands
-emergency-allowance-and-permanent-rationing-146620
Capital Market
CSE 30 Index revised
The Chittagong Stock Exchange (CSE) has revised its blue-chip index
CSE 30 on the basis of performance of the listed companies. The
biannual revision will be effective from 1 November 2020. Aamra
Networks limited, Bd Finance & Investment Company, Esquire Knit
Composite, Khulna Power Company, Singer Bangladesh and The City
Bank Limited have been included in the index this time. On the other
hand, Eastern Bank Limited, Envoy Textiles, Export Import Bank of
Bangladesh, GSP Finance Company (Bangladesh), Heidelberg Cement
Bangladesh and Unique Hotel & Resorts Limited have been excluded from
the prestigious list of selective 30 companies.
https://tbsnews.net/economy/stock/cse-30-index-revised-146734
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Disclaimer
IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES FOR U.S. PERSONS
This research report was prepared by UCB Capital Management Ltd. (“UCB”), a company authorized to engage in securities
activities in Bangladesh. UCB is not a registered broker-dealer in the United States and, therefore, is not subject to U.S. rules
regarding the preparation of research reports and the independence of research analysts. This research report is provided for
distribution to “major U.S. institutional investors” in reliance on the exemption from registration provided by Rule 15a-6 of the
U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”).
Any U.S. recipient of this research report wishing to effect any transaction to buy or sell securities or related financial instruments based on the information provided in this research report should do so only through Rosenblatt Securities Inc. (“RBLT”),
40 Wall Street 59th Floor, New York NY 10005, a registered broker dealer in the United States. Under no circumstances should
any recipient of this research report effect any transaction to buy or sell securities or related financial instruments through UCB.
RBLT accepts responsibility for the contents of this research report, subject to the terms set out below, to the extent that it is
delivered to a U.S. person other than a major U.S. institutional investor.
The analyst whose name appears in this research report is not registered or qualified as a research analyst with the Financial
Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”) and may not be an associated person of RBLT and, therefore, may not be subject to
applicable restrictions under FINRA Rules on communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities
held by a research analyst account.
Ownership and Material Conflicts of Interest
RBLT or its affiliates does not ‘beneficially own,’ as determined in accordance with Section 13(d) of the Exchange Act, 1% or
more of any of the equity securities mentioned in the report. RBLT, its affiliates and/or their respective officers, directors or
employees may have interests, or long or short positions, and may at any time make purchases or sales as a principal or agent
of the securities referred to herein. RBLT is not aware of any material conflict of interest as of the date of this publication.
Compensation and Investment Banking Activities
RBLT or any affiliate has not managed or co-managed a public offering of securities for the subject company in the past 12
months, nor received compensation for investment banking services from the subject company in the past 12 months, neither
does it or any affiliate expect to receive, or intends to seek compensation for investment banking services from the subject
company in the next 3 months.
Additional Disclosures
This research report is for distribution only under such circumstances as may be permitted by applicable law. This research
report has no regard to the specific investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any specific recipient, even
if sent only to a single recipient. This research report is not guaranteed to be a complete statement or summary of any securities, markets, reports or developments referred to in this research report. Neither UCB nor any of its directors, officers, employees or agents shall have any liability, however arising, for any error, inaccuracy or incompleteness of fact or opinion in this
research report or lack of care in this research report’s preparation or publication, or any losses or damages which may arise
from the use of this research report.
UCB may rely on information barriers, such as “Chinese Walls” to control the flow of information within the areas, units, divisions, groups, or affiliates of UCB.
Investing in any non-U.S. securities or related financial instruments (including ADRs) discussed in this research report may present certain risks. The securities of non-U.S. issuers may not be registered with, or be subject to the regulations of, the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission. Information on such non-U.S. securities or related financial instruments may be limited.
Foreign companies may not be subject to audit and reporting standards and regulatory requirements comparable to those in
effect within the United States.
The value of any investment or income from any securities or related financial instruments discussed in this research report
denominated in a currency other than U.S. dollars is subject to exchange rate fluctuations that may have a positive or adverse
effect on the value of or income from such securities or related financial instruments.
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Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is
made by UCB with respect to future performance. Income from investments may fluctuate. The price or value of the investments to which this research report relates, either directly or indirectly, may fall or rise against the interest of investors. Any
recommendation or opinion contained in this research report may become outdated as a consequence of changes in the environment in which the issuer of the securities under analysis operates, in addition to changes in the estimates and forecasts,
assumptions and valuation methodology used herein.
No part of the content of this research report may be copied, forwarded or duplicated in any form or by any means without the
prior consent of UCB and UCB accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect.
EQUITY RECOMMENDATION STRUCTURE (ABSOLUTE RATINGS)
We calculate our target price by weighting DCF, DDM, SOTP, asset-based and other relative valuation methods, and applying
appropriate premiums/ discounts and/or other relevant adjustments.
Expected absolute returns are calculated as the percentage of difference between our target price and latest close price. Stock
recommendations are based on absolute upside (downside) and have a 12-month horizon. Please note that future price fluctuations could lead to a temporary mismatch between upside/downside for a stock and our recommendation.
Recommendation Type

Holding period (if not otherwise mentioned)

Absolute Return Potential

Buy
Neutral/ Hold
Underweight

12 Months
12 Months
12 Months

More than +15%
Between +15 % and -5 %
Less than -5 %

ANALYST CERTIFICATION
Respective analyst(s) identified in this report certifies, with respect to the companies or securities that the individual an anlyses, that (1) the views expressed in this report reflect his or her personal views about all of the subject companies and securities and (2) no part of his or her compensation was, is or will be directly or indirectly dependent on the specific recommendations or views expressed in this report. The research analyst(s) named on this report are not registered / qualified as research
analysts with FINRA.

It has not been determined in advance whether and in what intervals this document will be updated. Unless otherwise stated
current prices refer to the most recent trading day’s closing price.
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